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HTLV – 1 report

- The coverage led to the federal government allocating $8m for research into HTLV-1.

- A group of world-leading doctors and researchers wrote to the World Health Organisation to insist on more effort towards HTLV-1 research, and WHO mentioned HTLV-1 at its global meeting in Geneva in May 2018.
Deaths Inside

Guardian Australia and journalism students from the University of Melbourne received a Walkley award for innovation.

Senate motion of appreciation and a call to review the implementation of the Royal Commission recommendations.

More than 400 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people have died in custody since the end of the royal commission into Aboriginal deaths in custody in 1991.
Deaths inside
Indigenous Australian deaths in custody 2019
The Killing Times

Trended #1 on Twitter in Australia

Started a national truth-telling process on Australia’s colonial past

ABC’s Wendy Harmer called it “the most important journalism ever in Australia”
The Killing Times: a massacre map of Australia's frontier years

This interactive tells the stories that have long been kept out of our history books. It shows evidence of mass killings from 1796 until 1927 - a sustained and systematic process of conflict and expansion.

The Killing Times: the massacres of Aboriginal people Australia must confront

Special report: Shootings, spears and bullets

Murdering Gully: settlers killed 35 in Aboriginal camp, and the authorities looked the other way
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